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Invitation to Come
to Paderborn to Study
Economics and Business

coming to grips with the reali-
ties of the world. In doing so the
focal point has remained intellectual
curiosity, interest in what is new, and the
continuing search for knowledge. The
ways and means of academic study have
certainly changed over the course of
time. Curiosity has become methodical
research. Interest in what is new has
become systematic innovation. The
quest for knowledge is what now links
research scholars throughout the world
in their specialized fields of interest. The
circumstances for academic study have
undergone considerable change. In the

being of our students. We invite you
to experience and contribute to the
academic world of learning and research
with us in Paderborn.

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Weber,
Rector of the University of Paderborn

always meant

Academic study has

Federal Republic of Germany, and in
particular in North-Rhine Westphalia, we
have one of the greatest concentrations
of universities in the world, and anyone -
no matter from what background - can
take up a course of study, so long as the
required qualifications to do so have
been met. To study still means, however,
to come to grips with the world. But the
kinds of challenge have become more
global, interconnected and complex. In
our commitment to both research and
teaching we emphasize the importance of
individual student counseling and course
guidance, as well as the personal well-

Invitation

below:
Campus of the
University of Paderborn



take the opportunity to spend part of
their studies at one of our partner
institutions. We are providing institutional
support for international student
exchange by introducing the European
credit point system for the mutual
recognition of course credits. In addition
we have also given attention to the
significance of information management.
Business Computing is an independent
course of studies and is integrated in all
the other main programs. With the
emphasis on the international dimension
and information management we are
enhancing the contemporary relevance

Courses of Study in
Economics and Business
at the University of Paderborn

Integration of
Management Studies,
Computer Science,
Technology, and an
International Dimension

as no other by the great trends
of our times. On the one hand the
constant and accelerating progress in
state-of-the-art technologies means a
continual change in technological
requirements for global economic activity.
On the other hand increasing
international integration of cultures and
countries means constant changes in the
challenges of economic activity. Thus
Department 5 - Faculty of Business
Administration, Business Computing,
International Business Studies, and
Economics - at the University of
Paderborn now offers subjects not only
in the classical fields of business studies
and economics, but also in a range of
subjects adapted to present-day
conditions. We have a separate program
to support the international exchange of
students. A growing number of students

of our Economics and Business Admini-
stration degree programs in Paderborn.
To complete our course offerings we also
have a combined program in business
and engineering. We invite you to come
to us to prepare for the challenges of the
future, your future.

Prof. Dr. Bernd Rahmann
Dean of Department 5 -
Faculty of Economics, Business
Administration, Business Computing
and International Business Studies.

Department 5

has been shaped

Integration
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We cannot foresee the challenges of the
future and yet we must prepare for them
now. This is true not only for the most
significant problems of our time, but also
on a personal level.

Decisions concerning study are a major
influence on one's future. They have to
be both spontaneous and oriented
towards preferences and talents, and
at the same time carefully considered.
A degree course must offer you the
opportunity to develop your own
individual potential. Of course studying
implies a desire to achieve one's
potential. But only the combination of
your own willingness to learn, and the
choice of the best possible course offered
at the university, makes successful
studying possible. You must develop
special abilities to contribute towards

the solution of the problems of the
future. Only when equipped with this
competence can your own career devel-
opment be guaranteed. We make this
offer to you to develop these abilities.

We have made the highest international
demands  and standards  our own. For
example we are  introducing the Credit
Point System - common throughout most
of Europe and North America - as the
student assessment system. Thus it will
be possible for Paderborn students to
study for part of their degree program
while on exchange in another country,
without any loss of time. In addition,
the quality of education will be improved
because of a wide choice of courses with
continuous assessment; a significant
reduction in the time students take to
complete their studies will be one of the

Anticipating the
Challenges of the Future

information society

On the way to a modern

the greatest market potential
is created by the development,
commercialization and implementation
of information and communication
technologies. In order to maximize
benefits in all areas, an in-depth know-
ledge of business computing is essential.
The integration of economics and
technology during my academic
education at the University of Paderborn
was an important step in the
development of my career.

Preparing for the Challenges
of the Future

Future
consequences. Our international
orientation is not only to be found in
our course structure and content. We
want you to utilize our large number of
international cooperative programs in
order to acquire international experience
yourself through studying or work
experience. 

As a university we regard ourselves as a
modern service-oriented institution. Our
products are the courses and the research
work that are focused towards issues of
the future: along with differentiated
courses that are focused on the most up-
to-date issues in the classical areas of
business and economics, we offer you a
special competence in the areas of inter-
nationalization, information management
and technological understanding.

Dr. Hans-Jürgen Hühne,
Director, Telekom AG, Potsdam



If for you the international dimension is
not only a particularly important aspect
of your course of studies, but in fact
your main aim in studying, then the
International Business Studies (IBS)
program is definitely the right choice.
Here economic thinking and acting is
linked to knowledge about and
experience in other countries and
cultures. The prerequisites for work in
any international field are your language
skills and intercultural abilities.

For the planning of your studies this
means that alongside courses in business
areas two foreign languages are
compulsory. In order to improve
communication skills quickly, the
language seminar groups are kept as
small as possible. The Department of
Language and Literature  (Department 3)
of our university has provided expert
direction. Prof. Dr. Jutta Langenbacher-
Liebgott, Romance Languages and
Literature, is responsible for an up-to-
date education in French and Spanish,
while Prof. Dr. Peter Freese, American
Studies, is in charge of courses to qualify
in the English language. In addition there
are studies abroad at our partner
institutions worldwide. Some of the
business and economics courses are also
held in other languages. Both in the
regular course content and in lectures
given by guest lecturers from our partner
universities, emphasis is laid on the
systematic acquisition of communication
skills in foreign languages. This is unique
in Germany. 

The Department was the first to
incorporate an English language
requirement for all students of economics

Preparing for the
Challenges of an
Internationalized Economy

Experience

International

Experience
and business administration in its
curriculum. This unique characteristic
has been enhanced by relations with
numerous foreign universities in a
number of exchange programs which
enable large numbers of Paderborn
students to study abroad each year. At
the same time foreign students take their
places in Paderborn. - With a view to the
European Union, the Department has
made it a policy to cooperate with at
least one university in every EU country.
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below: Degree programs and specialities within Department 5

The combination of internatio-
nal business administration
together with foreign languages
and cultures in the course of International
Business Studies (IBS) was what led me
to study at the University of Paderborn.
In various work experiences both at
home and abroad it became clear to me
that firms react in an extremely positive
way to the completion of studies in a
shorter period of time than usual, and to
the international focus of IBS.

Silke Byner,
IBS student, Department 5
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Certainly there are

a number of different

reasons for studying in Pader-
born, such as the course in International
Business Studies, or the opportunity
for personal contact with the professors -
hardly possible at larger universities - or,
not least, because of a good university
sports program.

The reason why I chose Paderborn was
the wide range of exchange programs
with international universities. That gave
me the opportunity to broaden my own
horizon, not only by becoming acquain-
ted with different approaches in various
subjects, but also by getting to know a
country and its people. In addition, I was
able to learn to work efficiently in teams,

Efficiency

Preparing for the Challenges
of Management in the Future

as well as to practise how to make an
oral presentation in the English language
- things from which I now can benefit.
To study six months or a year in another
country, and at the same time to perfect
foreign language skills and to acquire the
appropriate knowledge for starting one's
career in an international enterprise,
....this certainly is a good enough reason
for me to choose a university where that
is almost taken for granted.

Simone Kamm, Andersen Consulting,
Frankfurt a. M.

below:
the degree conferring
ceremony for graduates

In Paderborn studying Business Administra-
tion means not only receiving a solid theo-
retical background in management studies.
Business Administration here is oriented
towards the practical aspects of what goes
on in business. We combine solid basics
with the current issues, which will confront
you in your professional life. Close co-
operation with firms enables students to
experience the business world early on, be
it through industrial placements or diploma
theses, and to cultivate relationships.

For us, getting to know the international
aspects of management is an important
concern. In a world in which firms operate
globally special emphasis must be laid on
the international context in the education
of managers. This is what we do! For
example, in the course International Mana-
gement you can develop a particular com-
petence in the field of international mana-
gement issues while qualifying for your
degree.

A new joint study program has been initia-
ted with the University Louis Pasteur in
Strasbourg, France. It will add a new Euro-
pean dimension to our degree programs.
The first class will begin in the Fall Term
1998. This bilingual program will lead to a
dual degree, i.e. the French “maîtrise” and
the German graduate diploma. It will offer
the students an excellent academic educa-
tion, diversified cultural experience, and
opportunities for personal development.



Languages

Business
AdministrationRosenthal:
Herr Schmücking, you are Director
of the Siemens Division Private
Communications Systems, which
regards itself as a global player.
What does the globalization of your
business really mean?

Schmücking:
The globalization of our business
means that we accompany our
customers to those countries where
they wish to do business, in order
to assist them with their
communications solutions.

Rosenthal:
That no doubt means that with
respect to the qualifications of your
employees a number of changes
must have come about in recent
years, and that in future there will
be even more changes, maybe even
drastic ones.

Schmücking:
Yes, that is correct. While in former
times, because of the monopolistic
situation in telecommunications,
most of our business was done in
Germany, today DM 9bn or

approximately 50% of our turnover
is generated in other countries.
Throughout the world we do
business in 70 countries, where we
not only have our distribution and
service facilities, but also production
and development. That means that
the requirements we have of our
employees to be international from
language to cultural understanding,
including an understanding of the
very different wishes of our clients,
have changed considerably.

Rosenthal:
What are the consequences of this
development, for the qualifications
of our students or your future
employees resp., especially with
reference to future diploma thesis
projects with the Siemens Division
Private Communication Systems?

Schmücking:
In the application of business
processes the goal is to understand
the markets, to understand
customers' wishes and, in the case
of the more technical areas, to
understand how to create global
products.

Rosenthal:
If I may put the question on a more
personal level, what would your
recommendation be if your son or
your daughter were about to choose
a course of business studies?
According to what criteria should
they make their decisions?

Schmücking:
I can answer this question in a
concrete way. Unfortunately neither
of my sons chose business, but
instead studied medicine and
electronics. After completing their
doctoral theses they will both go to
the United States and work there for
the first two or three years of their
careers.

Rosenthal:
One last question: As the manager
of a particularly large and
international firm, what do you
expect from a German university in
view of the challenges of such new
markets?

Schmücking:
That it understands these trends.
That it follows these trends, and
perhaps here and there invites
managers, who in the end have to
deal with and to solve these
problems, to come and make it clear
to students what will happen in a
globalizing economy.
Together industry and academia must
define the new job profiles that
these global players should strive for,
or which of these job profiles are
going to be necessary for a firm to
remain competitive and successful in
the future.

Werner Schmücking
Director, Private Communications
Systems Division, Siemens AG

Prof. Dr. Klaus Rosenthal
Industrial Marketing
University of Paderborn
Faculty of Business Administration,
Business Computing, International
Business Studies, and Economics

Interview
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Therefore, based on our firm conviction
that anyone not familiar with the syste-
mic working of the global economy will
fail to master the art and discipline of
strategic decision-making, the economics
courses in Paderborn are especially desi-
gned to provide insights into the dynamic
processes of the global market. As a
global player in telecommunications, the
Siemens Division Private Communication
Systems supports an intensive dialogue
between theoretical economics and
practical experience.

Preparing for future challenges to public
and private education

Along with Economics, and Business
Administration, Teacher Preparation for
Business Studies constitutes  our third
classic degree program. We are convinced
that the international competitiveness of
our training and development systems
hinges on the quality of our teachers.
Regarding teachers of business studies as
multipliers in newly emerging learning
processes, we are determined to provide
them with all the tools needed to create a
modern, innovative learning environment.

Studying Economics will provide you
with fundamental insights into the
interrelated  patterns of human action.
In order to understand how enterprises
and international institutions operate,
it is necessary to analyze the structure
and flow of internal processes within a
larger economic environment. 

The degree program in Economics is
designed to fit this systemic requirement.
Indeed, irrespective of whether the focus
of study centres on individual markets
(such as the stock exchange, international
financial, currency, and labour market),
or on problems resulting from swings of
the business cycle, or on the impact of
competitive  forces on a global scale:
the ability to analyze an economic
situation from the systemic perspective
invariably constitutes an excellent basis
for a strategic analysis. On completing
your degree program, you will be able
to design and evaluate strategies for
businesses, as well as for national and
international institutions.

Arguably, the subject of international-
ization is as old as the study of economics.

Preparing for the
Challenges of
Global Strategic Thinking Student Exchange Programs:

Department 5

Country University

Australia U of Tasmania, Lanncestan

Monash U, Melbourne

Belgium Liège

Canada Carleton U, Ottawa

U of Ottawa, Ottawa

Memorial U, St. John’s, Nfl.

Croatia Zagreb

Denmark Sonderburg

Estonia Tallinn Technical U

Finland Lapeeranta

Kuopio

Tampere

France Le Mans

Lille

Nice

Strasbourg

Greece Athens

Chania (Crete)

Ireland Derry U

Dublin City U

Limerick U

Italy Calabria

Catania

Kazakhstan Pavlodar

Netherlands Groningen

Nijmegen

Utrecht

New Sealand U of Otaga, Dundane

Poland Poznan

Portugal Coimbra

Lisbon

Russia St. Petersburg

Spain Alcalá de Hernares

Barcelona

Salamanca

Santiago de Compostela

Seville

Sweden Jönköping

Stockholm

Tunisia Sfax

Turkey U of Mersin

UK Heriot-Watt U, Edinburgh

Londonderry

Nottingham Trent U

USA DePaul U, Chicago, IL

State U of Illinois, Normal, IL

U of Illinois, Urbana-

Champaign, IL

State U of Michigan, MI

St. Olaf College, MN

U of St. Thomas, MN

Lock Haven U, PA

U of Memphis, TN



I would infer that the strong growth of
the subject areas International Economics
and Business Computing - which are also
offered within the program Teacher
Preparation for Business Studies - are
essential for developing a strong profile.
These subject areas are beneficial both in
the traditional professional setting and in
the increasingly important field of adult
education, as offered on the free market
or within customized executive programs.
The emphasis on the international
aspects of business and on information
technology also involves experimenting
with new educational methods and
media. Importantly, we are one of the
few universities in Germany where you
can major in the degree program Teacher
Preparation for Business Studies, and
simultaneously obtain a state-recognized
teaching certificate.

global markets highlight two
important insights that have
always been central to the educational
concept of the University of Paderborn:
first, an international outlook and,
second, an interdisciplinary approach. In
point of fact, this knowledge will become
increasingly relevant in future. Therefore,
in line with the first requirement, partici-
pation in international student exchange
programs and placement programs in
partnership with business  firms should
be provided for as many students as
possible. Within the framework of this
exchange, foreign language acquisition
should only rank as an ancillary goal,
subordinate to the primary objective of
learning how to relate and cope with
differently structured mindsets. It is
pertinent  that you gain insights into
cross-cultural communication both on a
theoretical and on an experiential level.

From my own experience, I have learnt
to appreciate the great emphasis the
University of Paderborn places on
teaching interdisciplinary knowledge and
skills. This cross-functional perspective
is exemplified in the engineering
management program. The increasing
complexity of economic life will definitely
result in a growing need for university
graduates who are skilled in integrating
specialists from different fields, disciplines,
and cultures.

Dr. Klaus Kremper,
Vice President Sales Far East Asia,
Daimler Benz Airport Systems

Based on my personal

from Abroad:
experience and perspectiveInsights

below:
students in the Auditorium Maximum
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Preparing for the Coming
Challenges in
Information Management

Through the digitalization

Broad Field
we are at the point of
implementing new and revolutionary
forms of communication and information
processing. The ability to manage this
change is based on the ability to integrate
communication  and information trans-
formation. A further field within business
administration in which we want to offer
you additional and specific opportunities
is our program Business Computing. Such
studies in Paderborn are both research
based and founded on real-world cases.
During the first two years students acqui-
re basic knowledge in the areas of busin-
ess computing, business administration
and economics. Apart from an outstan-
ding knowledge of the subject, emphasis
is placed during the third and fourth year
on learning strategies for personal suc-
cess, such as the ability to work in teams,
presentation skills, and management
techniques. At this stage, you will have

ample opportunities to solve demanding
and real-world cases within project
teams. A semester abroad or in industry
may become an integral part of your stu-
dies. In addition to your courses you will
produce a diploma thesis in which, as a
rule, you will   independently  execute a
project in one of our fields of research,
possibly in cooperation with industry. Pro-
jects for diploma theses are offered by
both departments.

Prof. Dr. Leena Suhl
Department 5,
Decision Support & Operations
Research Laboratory
University of Paderborn

Know-how Transfer between
Businesses and Department 5 (excerpt):

Allianz Versicherungs AG

BASF, Ludwigshafen

Benteler, Paderborn

Bertelsmann, Gütersloh

BMW

Claas Industrietechnik, Paderborn

Daimler Benz AG

debis Systemhaus

Dehler Yachtbau

DeTeSystem

Deutsche Aerospace

Deutsche Babcock AG

Deutsche Bahn AG

Deutsche Bank AG

Deutscher Bundestag

Dornier GmbH

Dynamit Nobel AG, Troisdorf

E-Plus Mobilfunk GmbH

EDS - Electronic Data Systems

Ford

Gildemeister, Bielefeld 

Goodyear S.A. , Luxembourg

Graphic Group, Bielefeld

Grundig Gildemaeister Automation GmbH

HELLA, Lippstadt

Henkel KGaA

HEWI, Arolsen

IBM

Inter Lübke

ITT Automotive

Kone Aufzüge, Hannover

Kreishandwerkerschaft Paderborn

Lotus Development Corporation

Metzeler Schaum, Bad Wildungen

Miele

MTW Schiffswerft GmbH

Müller/FAUN, Detmold

Opel

Orga Kartensysteme

Pavone Informationssysteme GmbH

Peacock Computer

Philips AG

Phoenix Contact, Blomberg

Ploenzke Informatik

Provinzial Versicherungen,  Münster

Raab Karcher

Reemtsma, Hamburg

SAP Software

Schöller Lebensmittel GmbH & Co KG

Siemens AG

Siemens Nixdorf Informationssysteme AG

Sparkassenorganisation mbH

TUI Hannover

VDO, Frankfurt

VEW Energie AG

Volkswagen

VSS Atlas Datensysteme GmbH

Weidmüller, Detmold

Welle Möbel

Westfalia, Rheda-Wiedenbrück

of information systems



The degree program Business Computing
offers a combination of economic
thinking, knowledge and activity tailored
to institutional and corporate information
management. The primary focus is on
what is economically  feasible. In this
context, the possibilities opened up by
modern information and communications
technology are the means to achieve
the end.

One of the most important sources for
our research activities are corporate
contacts. Thus, we cooperate in
innovative projects with both institutions
and businesses. The major target of our
research projects are solutions to
applications in business computing. The
development, adjustment, and
implementation of new methods in both
administration and manufacturing are
challenges that corporations and public
administrations of all sizes are increasingly
facing. Some of the important factors of
decision making are productivity, market
situation, flexibility and cost awareness.

Consequently, the contents of our
curricula, and the research and
technology transfer resulting from our
study projects are focused on such
application areas as the modeling and
communication of business data
specifically aimed at the cross-corporate
synchronization of  information systems
for planning, controlling, and monitoring;
further, information and communications
systems in a client-server architecture,
especially office systems; work-group
computing, workflow management and

tool environments; support systems for
decision making; and, finally, the basic
and advanced knowledge of both
products and methods used in computer-
integrated manufacturing (CIM) targeted
at the horizontal and vertical
synchronization of  tasks, the flow of
both material and information, or the
application of computer-based methods
to empirical micro-economic problems.

Preparing for challenges in technology
management

Our degree program Engineering
Management bridges the gap between
technology and economic thinking. This
field, too, demonstrates the University of
Paderborn’s affiliation with, and close
relationship to, technology.  Of major
interest to corporations is not only

technical feasibility, i.e. engineering,
but primarily the economic success of
engineering. Technological along with
economic competence are the
prerequisites for successful innovations
and products.

In engineering management, as well as in
other fields, our students can specialize in
“Internationalization“ and “Information
Management“ and, thus, develop their
own special profile.

below:
high-tech and soft-tech in Paderborn
(from left to right)
Computer from Peacock AG;
Robots at Benteler AG, Automotive
Technology;
Europe’s largest wind park
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above: paperless office
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The Cultural Climate
in Paderborn -
Symmetry of Tradition
and Innovation

Interplay of History and Innovation

The intertwining of tradition and progress
has always been a hallmark of Paderborn.
In the course of its 1200 year long history
its citizens have participated not only in
many important religious events, but in
economic innovations, too. Significantly,
many well-known international firms
were founded in Paderborn, including
such global companies as Siemens
Nixdorf, Peacock, and Benteler.

Excellent Traffic Connections

Thanks to its central geographic location
along a major East-West artery,
Paderborn is directly connected to the

discos, and night clubs all contribute to
providing more attractions than the aver-
age student will normally be able to use.

Living in Paderborn

It is a great advantage that the main
campus and residence halls are reason-
ably priced and located within easy
walking distance of the city centre.
Further, by purchasing the special
semester ticket the student will be able
to use a dense network of public-
transportation that encompasses the
entire region of East Westphalia.

long-distance network of German
Railways, the autobahn system, and -
via the airport Paderborn/Lippstadt -
to a large number of national and
international destinations.

Medium-Sized, Well-Structured City

For students, Paderborn offers a wide
range of municipal and shopping facilities
that are usually associated with much
larger cities. In addition, the city conveys
a sense of neighbourhood and civic spirit
that is more typical of smaller towns. In
the area of recreation, numerous sports
facilities, cinemas, theatres, shopping
malls, parks, indoor cart racing courses,
as well as a fair number of student bars,

right:
medieval skyline

below:
snapshots of landmarks in the city



Sport is important in Paderborn

Those who want to enjoy active pursuits
during their time in Paderborn will find a
wide array of opportunities. Modern
sports facilities  cater for virtually all
interests. The spectrum of activities
ranges from water sports (water skiing,
sailing, wind surfing, diving, swimming,
etc.) to other sports, such as horse riding,
tennis, squash, basketball, volleyball,
soccer, judo, dancing, or even American
football, indoor carting, parachuting,
and gliding.

Student life in Paderborn -
Integration and Diversity

"Etudier à Paderborn, c'est la meilleu-
re décision que je n'ai jamais prise jus-
qu'ici, c'était une expérience unique
et très enrichissante. Le sport a contri-
bué en majeure partie à mon intégra-
tion, ce qui m'a fait beaucoup plaisir
c'est surtout le football américain."
Patricia Merrien,
exchange student from Nice.

The university sports program offers even
more. It is accepted as one of the most
varied in the whole of Germany. In
addition, most sports facilities and courses
are free of charge (contributions are
covered by the students' semester fees).

Recreation for all tastes

You can spend "Hot nights out" or quiet
evenings in modern discos,  beer gardens,
student bars, bistros or restaurants. The
city's theatres and the cultural centre
offer a rich program.

The "PaderHalle" is a modern
entertainment  centre in which concerts
and theatre productions are offered
along with trade fairs, congresses and
technology shows. In this respect, too,
Paderborn stands out. 

left:
Ahorn sports park with 200 meter
running circuit

bottom left:
Pink Panthers Paderborn, one of the two
American football university women teams
in Germany

bottom centre and right:
Paderborn offers various sports and
recreation possibilities
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Credit Point Framework

Study Program – 
Structure and Fields of Study

International Business Economics Teacher Preparation Business Engineering 

Business Studies Administration for Business Studies Computing Management

Doctoral Program Dr. rer. pol. Dr. rer. pol. Dr. rer. pol. Dr. rer. pol. Dr. rer. pol./. Dr. rer. pol./

Dr. rer. nat- Dr. rer. nat

Postgraduate Program 3 Semesters - - - - -

Degree Exam Diplomkauf-frau/-mann Diplomkauf- Diplomvolks- Diplomhandels- Diplom-Wirtschafts- Diplom-Wirtschafts-

IBS frau/-mann wirt/-in lehrer/-in informatiker/-in ingenieur/-in

Degree Thesis

Advanced Programin hours per week (hpw) hpw/Credits hpw/Credits hpw/Credits hpw/Credits hpw* hpw*

General Theory of Business Administration 6 12 10 10

General Theory of Economics 6 10 10 10

Business Computing 8 26

Teacher Preparation for Business Studies 18

Engineering Science 22

English: Language and Culture 10

Selected Areas of Business Administration 10 8 14 10

Advanced Economic Theory 12

Economic Policy 12

Public Finance 12

Applied Information Technology 14

Selected Areas of Economics 20

Supplementary Courses in Business Computing 24

French/Spanish: Language and Culture 10

Alternative Elective Course: 8 8 10

Business Administration/ Economics

Alternative Elective Course: Engineering Science 6

Pooled Courses (i.e. Ingrated Courses 6 10 8 10 16

in Engineering Management

Elective Course 8

Protection of Data Privacy 2

Seminars (extra Credit Points) 4 4 6 6 6 6

Thesis (Credit Points) 16 20 20 20 20 20

Subtotal hpw (i.e. class contact hours per  week) 68 80 88 94 106 108

Undergraduate Programin hours per week (hpw) hpw hpw hpw hpw hpw hpw

Introduction to Business Administration 12 12 12 12 12 12

Introduction to Economic Theory 8 14 14 14 14 6

Introduction to Law 8 8 8 8

Statistics 3 9 9 9 9 6

Mathematics 4 10 10 10 19 12

Business English 14 4 4 4

French/Spanish 12

Information Technology 18

Business Computing 4 4 4 6 4

Engineering Science 54

Practical Training in PC and Software Applications 2 2 2 6 2

Education & Teacher Preparation f. Business Studies 18

Subtotal hpw (i.e. class contact hours per week) 61 63 63 81 84 96

Total hpw (equals Credit Points) 129 143 151 175 190 204

* currently in transition to the Credit Point System

For the latest information please contact the Dean’s Office



Development of Student Enrollment

Professors and Professional Fields

Teaching and research
units within
Department 5,
University of Paderborn
(aggregate number)

93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97

International Business StudiesEngineering Management

Business Computing

900

600

300

100

0

Newly enrolled
students

Economics and Business
Administration

Total number
of students

93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97

5000

4000

3000

2000

1000

0

International Business StudiesEngineering Management

Business Computing Economics and Business
Administration

Business Administration Business Computing
NN Cost Accounting Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Dangelmeier Advanced Manufacturing

Technology
Prof. Dr. Rolf Gollers Business Taxation Prof. Dr. Joachim Fischer Management Information

Systems
Prof.  Dr. Horst Gräfer External Auditing NN Business Data Processing 

and Organization
Prof. Dr. Karl-Klaus Pullig Personnel Administration Prof. Dr. Ludwig Nastansky Information Management

and Organization and Office Systems
Prof. Dr. Otto Rosenberg Production Management Prof. Dr. Leena Suhl Decision Support and

Operations Research Laboratory
Prof. Dr. Klaus Rosenthal Industrial Marketing
Prof. Bettina Schiller Financial Management/Banking

Specialties within Business
Administration and Economics

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Weber Education Research and Prof. Dr. Wilfried Böhler Business English
Human Resource Management Prof. Dr. Dirk Michael Barton Business Law/Media Law

Prof. Dr. Thomas Werner Internal & External Financial Accounting Prof. Dr. Gerhard Dietrich Business Law/Tax Law
NN Marketing and Consumer Behaviour Prof. Dr. Dieter Krimphove Business Law/European Business Law

Prof. Dr. Paul Harff Statistics, Statistics for Business
and Social Policy

Prof. Dr. Helmut Dietl Organization and Management Prof. Dr. Franz-Josef Kaiser Teacher Preparation for
Business Studies

Prof. Dr. Klaus Kleibohm Mathematics, Operations Research
Economics Prof. Dr. Heinz-J. Skala Statistics, Econometrics
Prof. Dr. Peter Dobias Economic Policy NN Media Management

Prof. Dr. Bernard Michael Gilroy Macroeconomic Theory/
International Economic Relations / 
Coordinator of the IBS program

Prof. Dr. Thomas Gries Macroeconomic Theory/Theory of 
International Business Growth 
and Business Cycles

Prof. Dr. Hans-Peter Nissen Economics of Development
Prof. Dr. Bernd Rahmann Public Finance
Prof. Dr. Winfried Reiß Microeconomic Theory
Prof. Dr. Karl-Heinz Schmidt Social Policy



Universität-Gesamthochschule Paderborn – Fachbereich Wirtschaftswissenschaften
University of Paderborn - Faculty of Business Administration, Business Computing,
International Business Studies, and Economics

Contact persons Room Phone Fax E-mail
(.5251)-60 (.5251)-60 uni-paderborn.de

Dean Prof. Dr. Bernd Rahmann C4.301 -2108 -3205 Dekanfb5@notes
Vice-Dean Prof. Dr. Bettina Schiller C4.340 -2097 (-2096) -3242 Bettina_Schiller@notes.
Admin. Assistant Gabriele Genuit, Inge Migula C4.304 -2108 -3205 ggenuit@notes.
Dean's Assistant Ulrike Kropf C4.308 -2105 (-2108) -3205 ukropf@notes.

Studies Contact persons Room Phone Fax E-mail
(.5251)-60 (.5251)-60 uni-paderborn.de

Undergraduate Program Prof. Dr. Thomas Werner C 4.311 -2104 (-3074) -3205 Thomas_Werner@notes.
(Business Administration)
Undergraduate Program Prof. Dr. Karl-H. Schmidt C 3.331 -2083 (-2110) -3433 Karl_Schmidt@notes.
(Economics)
Advanced Program Prof. Dr. Bettina Schiller C 4.340 -2097 (-2096) -3242 Bettina_Schiller@notes.
(Business Administration)
Advanced Program Prof. Dr. Winfried Reiß C 5.314 -2115 (-3823) -3540 Winfried_Reiss@notes.
(Economics)
International Business Prof. Dr. B. Michael Gilroy H 7.217 -3846 (-2961) -3731 Mike_Gilroy@notes.
Studies
Teacher Preparation Dr. Wilfried Buddensiek C 2.305 -2076 (-3073) -3205 Wilfried_Buddensiek@notes.
for Business Studies
Business Computing Prof. Dr. Leena Suhl E 2.108 -3723 (-3722) -3542 Leena_Suhl@notes.
Education: Business Studies Dr. Volker Brettschneider C 2.308 -2075 (-3073) -3205 Volker_Brettschneider@notes.
Engineering Management Prof. Dr. Jürgen Gausemeier F 0.312 -6266 (-6267) -6268 gausemeier@hni.
International Student Prof. Dr. Peter Dobias C 3.326 -2085 (-2084) -3433 Peter_Dobias@notes.
Exchange

Alumni Association  - Business Administration and Economics

Paderborner Hochschulkreis e.V., Vereinigung der Wirtschaftswissenschaftler:
Contact Person Prof. Dr. Thomas Gries C5.319 -2113 (2114) -3540 phk@prowinet.uni-paderborn.de

Your Contact Persons

Dean's Office

Address

Universität-Gesamthochschule Paderborn
Fachbereich Wirtschaftswissenschaften
Warburger Str. 100,
D-33098 Paderborn

WWW University Homepage

http://www.uni-paderborn.de

WWW Department Homepage

http://fb5www.uni-paderborn.de

Course Counseling
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